
Chinua Achebe, Things Fall Apart 
(Chee-noo-ah Ah-chay-bay) 

Time. setting of book:  Book begins at end of 1800s, concludes early 1900s  

Historical background: Nigeria (west Africa)  
Book set in Igbo area (formerly spelled lbo, pronounced E-bo) of Nigeria.  
3 major ethnic groups of Nigeria: Yoruba (west), Hausa-Fulani (north), Igbo (SE)  
1400s - Portuguese arrived - began slave trade in Nigeria.  
By late 1800s, trading agricultural products had brought wealth to some Nigerians. 
1884-85 - Britain declared geographical area to be their territory.  
Early 1900s - Britain made the area (with its diverse ethnic groups) one country and a 
British colony -- called Nigeria.  
British colonization involved:  

government control, religious missionaries, economic incentives.  

In southern Nigeria where communities (such as the book's Umuofia) were not under a 
central authority, the British intervened forcefully. (In northern Nigeria, the British ruled 
indirectly through local leaders who ran gov't & collected taxes.)  

Part I of book→ evidence of (other) Africans' contact with whites/Westerners:  

- the presence of guns in Umuofia  
- reference to white man -- reveals village has yet to have contact with white men and 
also has aversion to them (as lepers) (p.74)  
- white men "have no toes" -- tendency to wear shoes hiding their toes.  

Achebe -- Bio  
-Born "Albert," 1930. an Igbo  
-Nigeria was still a British colony.  

-Grew up in an educated family, learned both Igbo and English, and developed an 

appreciation for both Igbo and Western cultures.  

-Got liberal arts college degree, 1953 in Nigeria.  
While in college, Nigerian nationalist movement growing.  
Achebe changed his first name from “Albert” to "Chinua”  
(note 1 st syllable: chi) Chinualumogo: "My spirit come fight for me."  

1956 - submitted Things Fall Apart to publisher.  

PRONUNCIATION  
Okonkwo = Oh-kawn-kwoh  
Unoka = Ooh-no-kah  
Nwoye = Nuh-woh-yeh  
Obierika = Oh-bee-air-ee-kah  
Ikemefuna = Ee-keh-meh-foo-nah  
Ekwefi = Eh-kweh-fee  
Ezinma = Eh-zeen-mah  
Mr. Kiaga = Kee-ah-gah  
Chielo = Chee-eh-ioh  



Writing style  
language: "African English"  

writing style: (Western) Greek tragedy: 

 Okonkwo is tragic hero. Part 1: see considerable achievements & 

   noble virtues, yet begin to see tragic flaw 

also incorporates African oral tradition of storytelling -- pass on history, customs, 

legends, beliefs, explaining natural & supernatural worlds 

(might note values in stories)  

Intended audiences - of Things Fall Apart 

 1. Westerners  

in response to African stereotypes ("dark continent," primitive, backward peoples, 
noble savages, exotic "others").  

2. Nigerians  

Achebe: "to help my society regain belief in itself and put away the complexes of 
the years of denigration and self-abasement…"  

"To counter [these images], ...Achebe brings to life an African culture with a religion, a 
government, a system of money, and an artistic tradition, as well as a judicial system." 
He portrays lgbo culture "technologically unsophisticated" yet "remarkably complex."  

I. COMPLEX IGBO CULTURE  
Power → As seen within culture, traditions, social structure:  

How did an Individual gain power? 
Who had power? 
Over what or whom could they wield this power? 

→ Consider the role of magic, spirits and oracles. Do any of the characters 
gain power as a result of interaction with these?  

Igbo culture & tradition (Ch.1)  

- titles: Man purchases title, paying sizable fee. Are prestigious. Men indicate title 
by wearing physical sign, such as anklet or face/feet marks)  

- yams, cowries indicate wealth  

-  markets on 1st day of each week (4 day weeks)  
- social rituals: kola nuts, alligator pepper, chalk, small talk, proverbs  
- engagement/marriage: agreement on brideprice (Ch.8)  

uri ceremony following agreement of brideprice (Ch.12)  

- funeral (Ch. 13)  



Igbo beliefs → specific actions considered manly, others womanly (ch.2)  
- roles of women in ritual wine-drinking  
- women's & men's crops  

- role of women in production of food within household  

- only men hold village leadership positions  
- wife beating = "a trifle." punishment for man: embarrassment of having to  
  beg her to return (Ch.1 0)  

 
Family relationships  

→ polygamy: men/women relationships  

→ father-son: Unoka-Okonkwo Okonkwo-Nwoye, Okonkwo-ikemefuna  

→ mother~daughter: Ekwefi (2nd wife) - Ezinma (Chs. 6, 9, 11)  
important role children play in woman's life  

religious traditions  

→ worship wooden objects/ancestral spirits  

→ chi (Ch.3) = "The Igbo believe that each individual is given a chi by the Creator (Chukwu) at 

the moment of conception, and the individual's fate and abilities for the coming 
life are assigned to the chi. Before each reincarnation, the individual bargains for 
improved circumstances in the next life. The chi thus becomes one's personal 
god and, as such the chi guides one to fulfill the expected destiny."  

- the individual is ruled by his chi (one's personal deity),  

- only the individual can make the most of what has been planned thru his 
chi (one's destiny or fate).  

→ infant deaths   belief: connection to spirit world  
Ekwefi (2nd wife) - Ezinma (daughter)  
# children born & infant mortality rate (Ch.9)  

society's explanation -- belief: ogbanje = child possessed by an evil spirit that 
leaves the body upon the child's death only to enter into the mother's womb to be 
reborn again within the next child's body.  
Iyi-uya = a special stone; the ogbanje is protected as long as the stone is  
not discovered and destroyed--the stone connects the ogbanje with the spirit 
world. (Chs. 6, 9)  

Ezinma may have special status because she was, but is no longer, ogbanje.  
Chielo (priestess) takes her in middle of the night to cave. (Ch.11)  
Okonkwo & 2nd wife Ekwefi -- follow Chielo (risking own lives) to protect 
daughter. Chielo’s references to Enzinma as "my daughter"  

- suggests Chielo could choose Ezinma as a priestess.  
→ village judicial system -- public trial (Ch. 10)  

   egwugwu -- 9 judges who represent spirits of their ancestors  



II. UNIVERSAL THEMES  
  Okonkwo--a son trying desperately not to behave as his weak father, 

Unoka (Ooh-no-kah). Result: motivation for strengths (ambition and  
determination), yet also source of greatest weaknesses (flaw).  
Also see Nwoye (son) reject Okonwko for these weaknesses.  

Emotions -- felt by Okonkwo. We see consequences:  
O's fear of how others see him; quick & violent anger; cannot show affection;  
wish to be seen as strong; inflexibility 
these feelings isolate him -- (a) from others 
(b) from himself - denies own feelings of love & affection (ex. Ikemefuna)  

Loyalty to family vs. society -- see Okonkwo usually chooses loyalty to society 
(so not appear weak). Ch. 11 exception: Okonkwo and 2nd wife Ekwefi -- follow 
Chielo (priestess) to protect daughter Ezinma.  

 
 
III. ATTRIBUTES OF POWER in OKONKWO -- TRADITIONAL IGBO SOCIETY 

Okonkwo (Oh-kawn-kwoh) = male pride & stubbornness 
  

Positive traits of Okonkwo reflect what was highly valued by trad Igbo society  
- as can be seen by their earning him important position in village  
(including reputation of mythic strength, possibly 1 of egwugwu judges)  

  
As exhibited by Okonkwo, what were attributes of powerful person?  

Hard work, success in raising yams, 3 wives, titles,  
physical agility & strength (wrestling)  
(physical strength more than intellect important for survival)  

 
Igbo society -- achievement oriented  

Okonkwo was "judged according to his worth" 
"not according to the worth of his father."  

"Age was respected but achievement was revered."  
 
 

IV. HOW DOES ACHEBE "QUESTION THE FOUNDATIONS AND EXERCISE OF 
POWER" IN TRADITIONAL IGBO SOCIETY?  
 
What is Okonkwo's tragic flaw?  

fear of weakness--of being thought womanly.  
→ consequences: hates gentleness, demands overwork,  
     beats Nwoye (son), Ikemefuna & wife,  
     ridicules less successful man, volatile anger, kills Ikemefuna, inflexibility.  

Okonwko is "a walking embodiment of the weaknesses within the  
traditional culture." (Watch these weaknesses play out in Parts II and III. 
 "Achebe has said that Igbo life broke apart not solely because of dominant  
European force but because of inflexibilities within the traditional order.")  
 



IV. Achebe questions power of traditional Igbo society / Okonkwo's tragic flaw (cont'd)  
 
*A turning point: Okonkwo kills Ikemefuna -- marks the beginning of O's decline.  

1. Okonkwo participates in ceremony (despite Ezeudu's urging not to do so)  
2. delivers the final blow "afraid of being thought weak:"  

lkemefuna "could hardly ,imagine that Okonkwo was not his real father"  
→ Okonkwo disregarded his village's traditions (father/son)  
→ Okonkwo also denied his own love for Okonkwo.  

 
2 other characters:   How do they portray diff views of traditional culture?  
(a) son. Nwove (Nuh-woh-yeh): questions traditional practices  

(killing of Ikemefuma & also twins)  
     We see his inner conflict--between being “manly" strong  

& "womanly" weak feelings & values  
(b) best friend. Obierika (Oh-bee-air-ee-kah)  

does not participate in sacrifice of lkemefuna,  
saying "he had something better to do,"  
disapproves of Okonkwo's participation. (Gh.8)  

Obierrka is "a moderate, balanced man.” questions traditions at times.  
"a man of thought and questioning"  

     Okonkwo "tends to cling to tradition regardless of the cost" (killing I.)  
“a man of action without questioning”  

Ch. 1.3 -- questions tradition that exiles Okonkwo after he accidentally kills  
Ezeudu's son. (note Ezeudu had warned Okonkwo not to kill lkemefuna)  
-- also questions the abandonment of his own twin children.  

 
(Look in Parts ii, III for how preference for action rather than careful reflection and 
intelUgent thought contribute to Okonkwo's decline--tragic hero)  
 
Part I ends (Ch.13):  
accidental -killing of Ezeudu's son  
→story of tragic hero  continues Okonkwo's decline  
 
 
This handout liberally borrows wording from (dare I say it?) Cliff Notes and WHGC 
Faculty-Help Notebook (especially Larson article).  


